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Molecular orientation and stress relaxation during
strain-induced crystallization of vulcanized
natural rubber

Masatoshi Tosaka1, Shinzo Kohjiya1,4, Yuko Ikeda2, Shigeyuki Toki3 and Benjamin S Hsiao3

Birefringence and tensile stress of vulcanized natural rubber samples were measured simultaneously during fast deformation and

subsequent holding at a prefixed extension ratio. The deviation from the stress-optical law due to finite chain extensibility could

be clearly detected, which became pronounced with an increase in true stress. The increase in birefringence during the holding

process was related to the different degrees of molecular-chain orientation to be incorporated into strain-induced crystals

according to the network-chain density and the strain ratio of holding. During the holding process, normalized stress decreased

linearly with the logarithm of elapsed time in a manner that is almost independent of network-chain density. These experimental

results could be successfully explained by assuming a certain fraction of network chains that behave in a manner similar to

that of a fluid.
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INTRODUCTION

In previous studies on strain-induced crystallization of vulcanized
natural rubber (NR) and its synthetic analog (cis-1,4-polyisoprene
rubber; IR), the following three peculiar features have been reported.
The first feature is the coexistence of highly stretched molecular chains
and randomly coiled ones in the extended samples.1–8 The second
feature is with regard to the incipient strain of crystallization during
the stretching process, which was almost independent of network-
chain density in some studies (Figure 1).6–12 This feature has been
inconsistent with predictions in previous treatments on the basis of
the statistical theory of rubber elasticity.13 The third feature is the
dependence of stress relaxation on strain-induced crystallization.
When rubber samples were extended and kept at a constant length,
the rate of strain-induced crystallization changed according to the
difference of the material (NR or IR) and to network-chain density.
The difference in the rate of crystallization between NR and IR was
reflected in the rate of stress relaxation. However, among the samples
made of NR or IR, the difference in the rate of crystallization due to
network-chain density did not affect the rate of stress relaxation.8,14,15

One of the authors of this article focused on these features in his
recent review article.8

To explain these features of strain-induced crystallization consis-
tently with earlier theories,13,16,17 the primitive mechanical model by
James and Guth,18 which assumes elastically effective network chains

and fluid-like ones, was reconsidered.19 This ‘two-component model’
could reproduce the experimental features of strain-induced crystal-
lization observed by the wide-angle X-ray diffraction technique
successfully. However, it is not clear whether this model is compre-
hensively applicable to the crystallization behavior observed in other
experimental techniques as well.
For example, birefringence measurement is a technique to assess the

average orientation of molecular chains. In the classic studies on
rubber elasticity, the relationship between birefringence and true stress
(namely, force divided by the actual cross-sectional area of the
deformed specimen) has been explored. When the tensile strain is
small compared with the network-chain length, the molecular network
is assumed to be in the Gaussian region. In this case, the linear
relationship between birefringence and true stress;

Dn ¼ C � st ð1Þ
has been analytically derived, which is known as the stress-optical
law.13 In Equation (1), Dn is the birefringence, st is the true stress and
C is the stress-optical coefficient that is independent of network-chain
density. The value of C has been estimated to be ca. 1.9�10�9 Pa�1 for
cis-1,4-polyisoprene (namely, NR and IR).13 Deviations from the
stress-optical law sometimes occur because of strain-induced crystal-
lization and/or because of the finite extensibility of network chains, as
will be discussed later.
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In this study, vulcanized NR samples were extended to a prefixed
extension ratio, and then tensile force and birefringence were
measured simultaneously. The behaviors of strain-induced crystal-
lization and the corresponding stress relaxation are discussed
on the basis of Dn�st diagrams, along with the two-component
model.19

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Preparation of rubber specimens
Sheets of NR samples (ca. 1mm thick) were prepared in the same way as in our

previous publications.6,7,14,15 The recipes and cure conditions along with the

network chain densities of the samples are listed in Table 1. It is convenient for

the readers to remember that the smaller number in the sample code

corresponds to the shorter network-chain length, that is, the larger network-

chain density. Ring-shaped specimens were die cut from sheets and used for the

experiments. The inner and outer diameters of the specimens were 14.9 and

16.9mm, respectively (ca. 50mm circumference).

Tensile measurements
A conventional tensile tester with a load cell of 100 N capacity was used for

uniaxial tensile measurements. The tensile tester equipped a custom-made

specimen chuck that enabled optical observation of a fixed part of the specimen

in a similar way as in Toki et al.20 To minimize the development of strain-

induced crystallization during deformation, we adopted the maximum defor-

mation rate of the instrument. Thus, specimens were stretched to a prefixed

strain ratio, as, at 1000mmmin�1 (0.667 s�1), held at the length for 1 h and

retracted to the original length. In this article, the strain ratio, a, is defined as l/

l0; l and l0 are the lengths of the deformed and initial states of the sample,

respectively. Tensile force was recorded every 0.5 s. st values were estimated on

the basis of the calculated cross-sectional area assuming a constant volume and

uniform deformation of the specimen. The ambient temperature was con-

trolled at 22±1 1C.

Birefringence measurements
An optical bench for birefringence measurement was situated across the tensile

tester to observe specimens while taking tensile measurements. Awhite halogen

lamp was used as the light source. Spectra of a sample passing the crossed nicols

were recorded using a spectrometer (BTC112E; B&W Tek, Newark, DE, USA).

The stretching direction of the specimen was rotated by ±451 with respect to

the polarization axis of the polarizer and the analyzer. In this case, the observed

spectrum is formulated as

IðlÞ ¼ I0ðlÞ � ICðlÞ � TðlÞ ð2Þ

where l is the wavelength, I(l) is the observed spectrum, I0(l) is the

spectrum of the light source, IC(l) is the transmittance (namely, the inherent

color) of the rubber material and T(l) is the transmittance due to

birefringence.

Necessary information for the estimation of retardation is T(l), which is

obtained by normalization of I(l) using a reference spectrum, I0(l)�IC (l).
Depending on the retardation of a specimen, T(l) has minima when

G ¼ ml; ðm ¼ integerÞ ð3aÞ

and maxima when

G ¼ ðm+1=2Þl ð3bÞ

where G is the retardation. When we observe n sequential maxima between two

maxima at wavelengths l1 and l2 (l14l2), there is a relation,

G ¼ ðm+1=2Þl1 ¼ ½m+ðn� 1Þ+1=2�l2 ð4Þ

which leads to

G ¼ ðn� 1Þl1l2
l1 � l2

ð5Þ

The same equation is obtained if we select two minima instead of maxima. On

the basis of Equation (5), we estimated the retardation of the specimen from
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Figure 1 Development of strain-induced crystallization in (a) NR and (b) IR

samples having different network-chain densities. The ordinate indicates the

integrated intensity of the 200 reflection (I200) in the X-ray diffraction

pattern and the abscissa is the strain ratio (a). The smaller value of the

sample code indicates the higher network-chain density. Because

‘crystallinity index’ values have considerably fluctuated in the original

article,6 I200 values were newly estimated for this figure from the original

data. The details of the experimental procedures and specimens are written

in Tosaka et al.6

Table 1 Recipes and cure conditions of vulcanized rubber samples

Sample code

Rubbera

(part)

Stearic acid

(part)

Active ZnO

(part)

CBSb

(part)

Sulfur

(part)

Curing time

(min)

Network chain

density �104 (mol cm–3)

NR1 100 2 1 3 4.5 10 2.65

NR3 100 2 1 1.5 2.25 12 2.28

NR5 100 2 1 0.75 1.125 17 1.48

aRSS No. 1 from Malaysia.
bN-cyclohexyl-2-benzothiazole sulfenamide, curing temperature with sulfur 140 1C.
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the wavelengths of two separated maxima (or minima) in T(l). Finally, we
obtained Dn from G as

Dn ¼ G=ðsample thicknessÞ ð6Þ

When the change of Dn was small and fluctuated in an unreasonable manner, a

different method was adopted. For a spectrum at an appropriate elapsed time,

G was estimated using Equation (5). The value of m in Equation (3) was then

estimated for a suitable peak. Thereafter, the values of G were estimated using

m and l for the selected peak in the succeeding spectra.

Sample thickness was calculated from the initial thickness and the strain

ratio in the stretching direction, assuming a constant volume and uniform

deformation of the specimen.

There is an advantage to this method compared with other methods using

monochromatic light.21–24 Because this method is relatively insensitive to the

clarity of samples, estimation of birefringence is possible even when the

specimen becomes turbid because of crystallization. Furthermore, the problem

of multiple order (namely, the case of m41) in highly birefringent materials

can be eliminated.25 On the other hand, there may be a disadvantage to this

method, which is the fluctuation of the estimated values of Dn due to the

wavelength dispersion of the refractive index. (By using more number of peak

wavelength values, we can approximate the wavelength dependence of Dn with

a polynomial equation.25,26 If we estimate the Dn values at a constant

wavelength using the equation, the fluctuation of data could be avoided. In

this study, however, such a time-consuming process was not adopted because

we had to process hundreds of spectra.)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Before presenting the experimental results, the interpretation of the
Dn�st diagram is briefly explained using Figure 2. When the
molecular network is in the Gaussian region, the stress-optical law is
preserved. In this case, Dn changes linearly with st (along the straight
arrow starting from the origin). However, when the extension ratio is
relatively high, the stretched network chains cannot behave as the
Gaussian ones because of limited chain extensibility. Once the chains
adopt a rather stretched conformation, additional increase in Dn is
suppressed despite the increase in st. As a result, the data point in the
Dn�st diagram tends to drift from the linear relationship to the right
side in the case of Figure 2. This type of effect due to finite chain
extensibility has been reported for polymer melt27–30 and cross-linked
poly(dimethylsiloxane) filled with silica particles.31 On the other hand,
when strain-induced crystallization occurs, the molecular chains will
spontaneously orient in the stretching direction and Dn will increase
without applying additional stress. At the same time, the tensile stress
tends to decrease.7,16,20,32–36 Thus, the data point drifts to the upper-left
direction with the progress of strain-induced crystallization.37 In some
cases, these two types of deviations from the stress-optical law occur
simultaneously, as shown shortly (see also Supplementary information).
For the presentation of general features of the experimental results,

Figure 3 shows a set of diagrams for NR3 extended to as¼5 and kept
for 1 h. During the extension process, st and Dn increased in a
seemingly similar manner (Figure 3a). While the specimen was
subsequently held at the prefixed extension ratio, st decreased with
elapsed time, t (Figure 3b).14,15 (The origin of t is taken at the moment
when the extension is stopped.) This stress relaxation is mainly due to
strain-induced crystallization because the molecular chains in crystals
adopt the extended conformation aligned in the stretching direc-
tion.7,16,20,32–36 We have already confirmed that the contribution of
strain-induced crystallization to stress relaxation considerably out-
weighs that of disentanglement in the case of as¼6.14 As a result of
strain-induced crystallization, Dn increased with time (Figure 3c).
After 1 h, the sample was retracted to the original length, showing the
lower st (Figure 3a). The Dn�st diagram during the extension
and holding processes is shown in Figure 3d. At the beginning of

extension, the Dn�st relationship followed the stress-optical law. The
slope of the linear plot near the origin, namely, the stress-optical
coefficient (C), was 1.9�10�9 Pa�1, which was in good agreement
with the results of earlier studies.13 This coincidence of C values
indicates the reliability of the current experimental method on the
basis of spectrum measurement, although a certain fluctuation of the
estimated value was recognized. With the increase in extension ratio
and st, the data points slightly drifted to the right because of the finite
extensibility of the network chains.30 (This trend is more clearly
recognized in parts d and e of Figure 4.) During the 1 h of subsequent
holding at as¼5, the data points gradually moved to the upper-left
direction because of the progress of strain-induced crystallization as
expected (Supplementary information). A similar effect of strain-
induced crystallization forming a ‘hook’ in the Dn�st diagram has
been reported by Valladares et al.37 for vulcanized NR samples and by
Ryu et al.30 for melted poly(ethylene terephthalate). On the other
hand, the non-Gaussian behavior due to limited chain extensibility
(namely, the drift of data points to the right in Dn�st diagrams)
has not been clearly recognized for NR vulcanizates in previous
studies,22–24,37–39 probably because the available ranges of Dn and st

were limited because of the occurrence of scattering by strain-induced
crystals. Otherwise, the occurrence of strain-induced crystallization,
which tends to drift the data points in the opposite direction, may
have neutralized the deviation from the stress-optical law during
slow deformation. The fast deformation rate and the birefringence
measurement method in this study have enabled us to detect the
peculiar behavior in the non-Gaussian region.
According to the above-mentioned discussion, we have to be careful

about the estimation of crystallinity of extended rubber samples on
the basis of Dn and st using the equation proposed by Taylor and
Darin;40

fc ¼ ðDn� CstÞ=ðDn0F � CstÞ ð7Þ
where fc is the volume fraction of the crystalline parts, Dn0 is the
birefringence of pure crystals and F is the orientation factor. This

0 σt
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C

High elongation

Stress 
relaxation

Spontaneous 
orientation

Crystallization

Figure 2 Illustration for the interpretation of the Dn�st diagram.

Deformation of network chains is schematically drawn in this figure. The

thick arrow from the origin to the upper-right direction indicates the

Gaussian behavior that follows the stress-optical law.
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equation assumes the preservation of the stress-optical law, which is
applicable only in the Gaussian region. In some cases, however, we
cannot tell whether an extended and crystallized specimen is in the

Gaussian region because of the simultaneous occurrence of the two
types of deviations in the opposite direction from the stress-optical
law (Figure 2). In such a case, the crystallinity estimated using
Equation (7) would not be reliable; we may have to adopt the
modified stress-optical law.29,30

The Dn�st diagrams for the three NR samples are summarized in
Figure 4. In the case of asp4, all three samples followed the stress-
optical law during the extension process before ‘hooks’ were formed.
When the samples were stretched more and st exceededB15 MP, the
data points during the extension process tended to deviate from the
stress-optical law (parts d and e of Figure 4). That is to say, the non-
Gaussian behavior became pronounced with the increase in st. This
result suggests that the high tensile stress of cross-linked NR is related
to finite chain extensibility, as has been discussed by Treloar,13

although contribution of strain-induced crystallization should not
be ruled out.
In Figure 4, the slope of the ‘hooks’ changed according to network-

chain density and as. In the case of as¼3 and 3.5 (parts a and b of
Figure 4), the ‘hooks’ during the holding process sloped down to the
left. In our previous studies using X-ray diffraction, we confirmed that
our NR samples start crystallization at a¼B3.2 regardless of network-
chain density.7 Therefore, strain-induced crystallization may have not
occurred when as¼3. In the case of as¼3.5, although the strain ratio
exceeded the incipient strain of crystallization, the growth rate of
crystallites may have been very slow. (In Figure 1, I200 is very small at
a¼3.5.) Thus, no increase in Dn was observed during the holding
(stress relaxation) process. On the other hand, when as is 4 or larger,
the ‘hooks’ basically sloped up to the left because of strain-induced
crystallization. In addition, we can notice a trend that the sample with
the lower network-chain density showed the steeper slope of the
‘hooks’. As an inversely extreme example, the increase in Dn for the
‘hook’ of NR1 in the case of as¼6 (Figure 4e) is almost negligible.
Such a dependence of the slope of ‘hooks’ on network-chain density is
explained as follows: the increase in Dn is brought about by the
incorporation of unoriented chains into oriented crystals. That is to
say, in the sample with the longer network-chain length (namely, the
lower network-chain density) such as NR5, strain-induced crystals
tend to incorporate unoriented chains from the surrounding amor-
phous phase. On the contrary, if highly oriented amorphous chains
are converted to oriented crystals, Dn will not change much, in spite of
the progress of strain-induced crystallization, because the degree of
orientation in the specimen is almost maintained. This is the case for
the highly stretched (as¼6) NR1. In this way, we can inspect using
Dn�st diagrams that the degree of extension of network chains to be
incorporated into strain-induced crystals is quite different, depending
on network-chain density and as.
To compare the degree of stress relaxation during the holding

process among samples having different moduli, the stress values
normalized by maximum stress (hereafter, we refer to this normalized
stress as fs) should be evaluated.14,15 Figure 5 shows the variation of
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normalized stress with time during the 1 h of holding. The abscissa is
indicated by the logarithmic scale. In every case, fs decreased almost
linearly with the logarithm of elapsed time. At the same time, among
samples with the same as, plots almost overlap with each other. That is
to say, fs is a function of elapsed time (t) and as, but is almost
independent of network-chain density for the current samples (see
also Figure 6). Although this peculiar feature has been reported in the
case of as¼6,14,15 the results for other as values in this study newly
demonstrate the generality of this feature. The final values of fs after
1 h of holding are summarized in Figure 6. The acceleration of stress
relaxation at the higher as region is apparent, which should be
attributable to strain-induced crystallization.14

Here, we raise a question. According to our previous studies using
X-ray diffraction, the rate of strain-induced crystallization depends on
network-chain density.14,15 If stress relaxation is accelerated by strain-
induced crystallization, why is fs independent of network-chain
density (Figures 5 and 6)? Furthermore, the degree of extension of
molecular chains to be incorporated into crystals depended on net-
work-chain density, as has been discussed on the basis of Figure 4.
Such a situation is also hard to connect to the behavior of fs. This
puzzle can be figured out if we adopt the two-component model19

with a slight modification. In the two-component model, the cross-
linked rubber is regarded as a combination of an elastically effective
component and a fluid-like one. Here, the elastically effective compo-
nent is assumed to be responsible for rubber elasticity and for the
onset of crystallization, whereas the fluid-like component is assumed
to be ineffective for rubber elasticity. The physical properties of these
two components are separately considered and apportioning to the
observed quantity is discussed. For example, the fast and slow

processes of stress relaxation are thought to be attributable to liquid-
like and elastically effective components, respectively, according to our
previous analysis.14 To explain the increase in Dn during strain-
induced crystallization (Figure 4), we newly assume that the fluid-
like component can be incorporated into existing strain-induced
crystals. The elastically effective component in each sample is assumed
to show the same crystallization behavior, because they should have
the same mesh size in their swollen gels, reflecting the same composi-
tion of stearic acid and active zinc oxide (Table 1).41 Then the
apparent value of network-chain density and tensile stress should
reflect the fraction of the elastically effective component19 (Tosaka19

should be referred to for a further understanding of the two-compo-
nent model).
The development of molecular orientation (viz., Dn) and stress

relaxation during strain-induced crystallization is explained using the
illustration in Figure 7, which is drawn on the basis of the two-
component model. Figure 7a schematically shows the situation in
extended samples before the onset of strain-induced crystallization.
Overall tensile stress depends on the fraction of the elastically effective
component (namely, the number of spring elements in this figure).
Accordingly, the sample with the higher network-chain density shows
the higher tensile stress. The elastically effective component should
contain a considerable amount of highly stretched chains when the
extension ratio is high. Then the effect of the finite chain extensibility,
which shifts the data point in the Dn�st diagram to the right
(Figure 4) should be more pronounced for the sample with the higher
network-chain density. On the other hand, statistical averaging of the
degree of orientation among elastically effective components and
fluid-like ones will result in Gaussian behavior for the sample with
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the lower network-chain density. When the extension ratio exceeds a
certain critical value, the samples will subsequently crystallize
(Figure 7b). Because the sample with the higher network-chain density
contains the more elastically effective component, the increase in
crystallinity for the whole sample is faster in the early stage.14,15 On
the other hand, fs should depend on the degree of crystallization of
only the elastically effective component (namely, on the fraction of the
straight part in each of the spring elements).19 Because the crystal-
lization rate of the elastically effective component in each sample
should be the same, fs may have shown the same behavior regardless
of the different network-chain density (Figures 5 and 6).

The trend found in the slopes of ‘hooks’ in the Dn�st diagram
(Figure 4) suggests the inclusion of the fluid-like component into the
existing crystals. That is to say, the elastically effective component
(spring elements) may crystallize first, functioning as nuclei. Subse-
quently, in the sample with the lower network-chain density, the larger
fraction of isotropic amorphous chains (namely, the fluid-like com-
ponent) is thought to be incorporated into strain-induced crystals
(drawn by broken lines in Figure 7b), increasing the overall molecular
orientation. Crystallization from the isotropic amorphous chains
should favor the formation of lamellar crystals because of kinetics.42,43

Accordingly, the shish-kebab structure with the shish and the kebab
originating from elastically effective and fluid-like components,
respectively, may be developed in this sample.7,8 On the other hand,
incorporation of the fluid-like component into strain-induced crystals
should be negligible when Dn does not increase despite the develop-
ment of strain-induced crystallization (e.g., NR1 in Figure 4e). As
highly oriented amorphous chains should be directly converted into
oriented crystals, microfibriller or fringed-micelle structures could be
formed in such a sample.33,44

The idea that the fluid-like component can be incorporated into
existing crystals is also convenient for understanding the behavior of
strain-induced crystallization during slow extension (Figure 1). In this
case, once the incipient strain of crystallization is exceeded during the
stretching process, the increase in crystallinity hardly depends on
network-chain density.6,8 If the elastically effective component is solely
involved in strain-induced crystallization, a more rapid increase in
crystallinity for the sample with the higher network-chain density is
expected. We formerly thought that the discrepancy between this
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expectation and the experimental results comes from the modification
of the network structure because of the formation of additional cross-
linking points by the crystals. However, we now consider that the weak
dependence of the increase in crystallinity on network-chain density is
attributable to the inclusion of the more fluid-like component into
strain-induced crystals for the sample with the lower network-chain
density, reflecting the larger mobility of network chains.

Conclusion
Birefringence and tensile stress of vulcanized NR samples were
measured simultaneously. The Dn�st diagrams were interpreted in
terms of the deviation from the stress-optical law because of the effect
of finite chain extensibility and strain-induced crystallization. The
non-Gaussian behavior in the Dn�st diagrams could be clearly
detected by virtue of the fast deformation rate and the birefringence
measurement method adopted in this study; the non-Gaussian feature
became pronounced with the increase in network-chain density and
st. At the same time, the formation of ‘hooks’ in the Dn�st diagrams
because of strain-induced crystallization was observed. The slopes of
the ‘hooks’ suggested that, in the sample with the lower network-chain
density, strain-induced crystals tended to incorporate unoriented
chains from the surrounding amorphous phase, whereas highly
oriented amorphous chains may have converted into oriented crystals
in samples showing high tensile stress. The normalized stress
decreased linearly with the logarithm of elapsed time in a manner
that is almost independent of network-chain density. The two-com-
ponent model19 could successfully explain these experimental results,
assuming that the fluid-like component can be incorporated into
existing strain-induced crystals.
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